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ABSTRACT
An analysis is presented of the President's Day cyclone, which produced record breaking
snowfall along the East Coast of the United States oil 	 18-19, 1979. Conventional radi-
osonde data, SMS GOES infrared imagery and LFM-I1 model diagnostics are utilized in the analy-
sis, which focuses on the interaction of upper and lower tropospheric jet streaks prior to cyclo-
genesis. The analysis reveals that a series of complex scale interactive processes is responsible for
the development of the intense cyclone. Specific findings include: (1) two distinct "systems,"
as defined by separate cloud masses and distinct areas of converging rsallobaric winds, are respons-
ible for the lieavy snow, (2) the development of a low level jet (LLJ) by 1200 GMT 18 February
along the southeast Atlantic Coast is linked to a significantly supergeostrophic subtropical jet (STJ)
and tilt damming of cold air east of the Appalachian h , ountains through isallobarc forcing, (3)
the isallobaric forcing of the LLJ played ,a dual role in generating mesoscale regions of heavy
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snore through accelerated moisture transport into the region or heaviest precipitation and en-
hanced lore level convergence associated with the isallobaric wind, and (4) the Lt#M-It simulation
suffers from an inability to predict the development of the LU alone; the Cast Coast prior to and
during cyclogenesis. It, appears that the Lt;M-I1 predicts a direct circulation along the coast
rather than the observed indirect circulation, a failure which has serious i;nplications for the ability
to predict the mpid cyclogenesis and the heavy precipitation that characterize this storm.
It appears that the transverse eircuia; ons associated with jet streaks and coastal fronts act
to produce a more favorable region for cycloge!iesis and to generate mesoscale areas of heavy
snowfall. 'mese types of processes have been disc! l sml for spring convective: storm systems
(Uccellhii ,:Id Johnson, 1979), i•lowever, the pro-cyclogenetic environment, with rapidly accel-
crating upper tropospheric flow, is far more complicated than the simplified view of jet streak
'1djL1Stn1e11tS presented by Uccellini and Johnson for the case involving straight jet flow ba a
non-cyclogenetie period.
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THE PRESIDENT'S DAY CYCLONE 17-19 FEBRUARY 1979;
AN ANALYSIS OF JET STREAK INTERACTIONS
PRIOR TO CYCLOGI NESIS
1. INTRODUCTION
On 18-19 February 1979, an intense cyclone developed alone the Middle Atlantic Coast.
The storm produced 45 to 60cm of snow from Virginia to southern New Jersey, including the
heaviest snowfall in Washington, D.C. in over 50 years (Foster and Leffler, 1979). Bosart (1980)
has presented an analysis of this intense cyclone (known as the President's Day cyclone, empha-
sizing the coastal frontogenesis on the l8th of February which preceded cyclogenesis and the
apparent contribution of boundary layer processes and diabatic heating to the rapid vortex de-
velopment which occurred on the 19th of February.
Scientists at the National Meteorological Center (NMC) are studying the President's Day
storm and conducting numerical experiments to determine the reasons for the failure of the op
cational Limited Area ar, Mesh (LFM-1I)
 model to accurately forecast the cyclogenesis and
heavy snowfall, The Global Atmospheric Research Program (CARP) group of the Goddard Model-
ing and Simulation Facility (GMSF) is also actively studying the President's Day storm as it occurred
during one of the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE) observing periods. Therefore, the F,resi-
dent's Day storm provides a unique opportunity to examine East Coast cyclogenesis with FGGE
global data sets.
The purposes of this technical report are; (1) to document the evolution of the subsyn-
optic scale mass and momentum fields prior to and during the period of rapid development of
the President's Day cyclone utilizing conventional data and SMS-GOES imagery, (2) to discuss
the interaction between upper and lower tropospheric jet streaks that occurred prior to the onset
of cyclogenesis, (3) to discuss the possible effects of terrain modified airflow within the pre
cyclogenesis environment, and (4) to explore ;possible deficiencies in the LFM-II initial wind
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fields that could have been responsible, b y
 part, for the poor numerical forteast. In Section ' of
this report, a synoptic analysis is pre.gmted to provide a general overview of the President's Day
storm, A more detailed analysis is presented in Section 3, which focuses oil interaction be-
tween upper and lower level jets prior to cyclogenesis. The danuning of cold air against the
eastern slopes of the Appalachian Moantains and its influence upon the pre—cyclogc pcsis cnviron-
ment are also examined in Section 3. Section 4 briefly discusses the LFM -11 ritouel simulations	 1
initialized prior to cyclogenesis (0000 GMT 18 February, and 1200 GMT 18 Febmary), Section
4 1
5 summarizes the results of the study and presents questions for future research.
2. CASE STUDY, A SYNOPTIC OVERVIEW
Introduction
.Figures 1 through S, which depict the National Weather Service (NWS) surface, 850mb and
300mb analyses for 1200 GMT 17 f ebroary 1979 through 1200 GMT 19 February 1979, provide
a synoptic overview of the period prior to and during the cyclogenesis. a period during which
significant mass and momentum adjustments occurred over the entire eastern half of the United
States,
At 1200 GMT 17 February, a massive high pressure system centered over the Great Lakes
region (Figure 1C) was marked by extremely cold air with record low surface temperatures re-
ported from southern Canada to the slid-Atlantic states, Light snow had already developed
within the southerly return flow over the Great Plai is in response to an upper level wave propa-
x
gating from the southwest toward the southern Great Plains (Figure IA). Tile 300111b map also
reveals two distinct jet streaks a polar jet located off the East Coast and a subtropical jet directed 	 a
from Mexico toward northern Arkansas.
r
By 0000 GMT 18 February (Figure 2), the large anticyclone was still centered over the Great
Lakes region with a portion of the high pressure system extending down the East Coast evident at
both: the surface (Figure 2C) and the 850mb (Figure 213) levels. The snow and sleet in the
2
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Figure 1, Isobaric and surface analyses for
1300 GMT 17 February 19793 (A) 300 nib
geopoten ial height (solid, 900 = 9000m) and
isotach (dashed, i1s•1 , shaded regio yi repre-
sents velocities between 50ms- 1 and 60ins-1),
(B) 850 m geopotentiai Height (solid, 150
1500m) and isotac:h (dashed, ins- 1 ). (C) Sur-
face isobars (solid, 40 = 1040 millibars), pre-
cipitation (shaded),
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Figure 2. Isobaric and surface analyses for 0000
GNIT 18 
February 
1979. See caption for Figure I
for additional details.
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AFigure 3. Isobaric and surface analyses for
1200 GMT I$ February 1179. (B) Wind barbs
represent largest measured velocities (each
barb denotes a 10 ms- t velocity; a half barb
denotes  5nis-I velocity). (C) Heavy shad-
ing denotes moderate to heavy precipitation.
Dashed line indicates inverted trough. See
Figure l caption for additional details.
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Figure 4, Isobaric and surface analyses for 0000
GNIT 19 February 1979. See Figure i and Figure 3
captions .for additional details,
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Figure 5. Isobaric and surface analyses for 1, 200
GMT 19 February 1979,. 	 See Figure 1 and Figure
captions for additional details.
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asouthern United States continued moving toward the cast as the surface and 850mb maps pro-
vide the first indication of an inverted trough extending northward from the`;ilf of Mexico, Tlie
jet streaks analyzed on the 300mb surface, with maximum wind speeds generally between 50 and
GOms'l , appeared to merge as the wave in the Great Plains continued to propagate east,
By 1200 GMT 18 February (Figure 3), several important changes in the mass and wind field
occurred within the entire troposphere. A surface low began developing along the Gulf Coast
with a well defined inverted trough extending into the Ohio Valley, Moderate to heavy snow
was now reported within the Tennessee Valley and southern Appalachians and a broad area of
light snow extended into the midwcstern states (Figure 3C), Significant accelerations in the
850 and 300mb wind fields are clearly evident, At 850mb, winds over the Southeast increased
from Sms- t
 at 0000 GMT to greater than 25ms-t by 1200 GMT 18 February. The low level
winds were noticeably ageostrophic anal directed across the 850mb geopotential Height contours at
an angle approaching 90° (Figure 3B), The 300mb winds from Texas to Kentucky increased
15 ins-1 to a niaxim um value hearing l 5 s ti-s"i .
By 0000 GMT 19 February, a surface low progressed eastward to a point off the GeoraRl
coast with a second weaker low located in the Ohio Valley (Figure 4C). Strong surface ridging
persisted along the Atlantic coastal region providing evidence of the entrenchment of extremely
cold air east of the mountains. l
 The coastal front that developed along the least Coast (Bosart,
1980) is clearly evident on the synoptic analysis. Two separate areas of moderate snow are ob-
served with the southernmost area being the dominant feature at this time. The 850mb analysis
(Figure 4B) indicates that the low level wind maximum progressed northeastward along the coast
and that the 850mb wave over the Oliio Valley amplified. The increased amplitude of the Ohio
1 Several stations (Including Richmond, Virginia) had maximum temperatures on the 18th of February that were lower than pre-
vious minimum temperature records,
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Valley trough is also evident at the 300mb level (Figure 4A). However, the maximum winds at
300mb the still located along the coast to the east of the trough line.
By 1200 GMT 19 February (Figure 5), cyclogenesis was in progress along the Virginia coast
with heavy snow extending from northern Virginia to extreme southeastern New York (Figure
50. Bosart's (1980) analysis indicates that the coastal front was still apparent in eastern Mary-
land, providing the enhanced low level convergence that maximized the snowfall rate in the
Washington, D.C. to Wilmington, Delaware corridor."- Tile 850mb trap (Figure 513) reveals an
intense circulation off the Fast Coast which reflects the eastward shift and amplification of the
wave previously located in Ohio. The 300mb map (Figure SA) reveals that the upper tropospheric
wave translated east, but (l id notAmplify at this thane. In fac t, it appears that the amplitude of
the 300mb wave decreased as the lower tropospheric cyclo lie vortex rapidly developed. How-
ever, the maximum winds at the 300mb level were now located at the base of the trough, such
that the cyclonic shears and curvature vorti,city coincided for the first time in the course of the
storm's evolution. This factor is probably important for increasing the vorticity, vort ►city advec-
tion andtipper level divergence '4hat could enhance the cyclogenetic process observed during this
period.
SMS-GOES hifrarcd Imagery
Interesting aspects of the 'President's Day cyclone include the rapid cyclogenesis, rapid vortex
development and the uncertainty regarding the cyclone's movement between 0000 GMT and 1200
GMT 19 February. A review of the 3-hourly NWS surface maps and Bosart's analysis indicate
f
	
that a surface low moved up the coast. however, the 300mb wave and 850m tro«gh appear to
actually move Gast from the Ohio Valley region during the critical period immediately prior to
7Snowfult=,ites approached l2emlt" i just north of NV.-I sIl ington,  l7,C. during this period (Foster and Leffler, 1979).
cyclogenesis, it therefore appears that a complex interaction between separate "systems" played
an important role in the development of the President's Day cyclone.
An inspection of the SMS-GOES infrared imagery reveals that two separate precipitation
regimes produced the heavy snows on the 18th and 19th of February 1979, A sequence of G-
hourly images (Figure G) shows an extensive cloud shield over the Southeast at 1200 GMT 18
February, which lt;id been rapidly expanding tip to 0,is ?J l ne and subsequently moved cast pro-
ducing the heavy snows in Tennessee, the Carolinas vvd southern Virginia. The heaviest -now
did not occur under the coldest cirrus cloud tops. Rather, they occurred along the upstream
edge of the cloud domain, especially within the southern portion, Between 1200. 	 GMT 18 Feb-
ruary and 1200 GMT 19 February, this cloud area appeared to weaken in intensity, shrink in
sire and move toward the east, and was located off the last Coast as cyclohenesis commenced
between 0000 GMT and 0600 GMT.
At 1200 GMT 18 February, a second, less distinct area of clouds di playing a vortical form
was located over the northern Midwest. This second area of clouds is clearly associated with the
upper level wave observed over the nortnern Midwest (Figure 3A). The cloud area rapidly in-
tensified and expanded as it moved toward the Cast Coast between 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT
19 February. The rapid intensification and expansion of the eastward propagating cloud mass
produced up to 40cm of snow in western Pennsylvania and the heavy snow in the Washington,
D.C. to New York City corridor.
An inspection of the Hourly sequence of infrared imagery (Figure 7) reveals that the rapid
intensification and expansion of the second cloud area coincided with the rapid cyclogenesis off
the North. Carolina-Virginia. coast. (which commenced at 0300-0600 GMT 19 February) •and ap-
pears to be associated with the Ohio Valley wave propagating rapidly eastward (Figures 4 and 5).
It is also interesting to note that the :region of maximum pressure falls between 0300 and 0900
GMT 19 February is located along the Virginia coast directly between the two distinct cloud
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Figure h. Six-hourly infrared satellite imagery prier to and during cyclogenesis. (AI
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masses, in an area where deep clouds were not observed (figures 7A-71)). The handed structure
of the lower level clouds over Virginia and the Del-Marva Peninsula (l iigure OD; Figures 7A-7C)
illustrates the enhanced westward moisture flux from the Atlantic Ocean toward the expanding
cloud mass to the north of the rapidly developing cyclone ^.=Ater,
The infrared imagery also illustrates the intense and rapid vortex development between 1200
and 1800 GMT 19 February ^,.Vlgure 61) as the cyclone rapidly deepened and moved Last. It was
during this period that convective cells developed immediately to the south of the vortex center
(Figures V and 70) and the cyclone and general cloud mass became more nearly colocated. It
therefore appears that the influence of diabatic heating in the total evolution of the cyclone,
particularly in the rapid vortex development, was maximized after 1200 GMT 19 February, ap-
proximately 1) hours after cyclogenesis counmenced.
The infrared imagery lends evidenec to the interpretation that cyclol enesis along the
Carolina-Virginia coast was linked to the second Midwest wave propagating rapidly eastward.
The area or intense snowfall did not move up the coast, but developed within the middle Atkin-
tic region as the tropospheric wave propagated) from the Ohio Valley. These observations suggest
that the cyclone developed along tide North Carolina-Virginia coast (probably within the nortlic;rn
extent of the inverted trough, that developed) during the 1801 of February in conjunction with
the coastal front) as the Ohio Valley wave encountered a region of lower static stability that was
more conducive to eyelogenesis. This view is in contrast to the interpretation of a storm center
simply moving north-northeast rrom the South, Carolina-Georgia coast independent of the Ohio
Valley wave. Resolving this aspect of the storm's development and propagation is crucial for
future model and giiasi-Lagratigian budget studies Which depend, in part, on having a well defined
storm track.
1.3
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3. INTERACTION 13CTWEEN UPPER AND LOWER LRVE;L .IRT STREA,KS PRIOR TO
C'YCLOGENESIS AS ANALYZED WITHIN THE ISENTROPIC FRAMEWORK
In the previous section, several significant and dramatic changes in bout tipper and lower
level wind fields were noted which appear to play a significant role in the development of the
President's Day storm. The rapid development of the 850mb lower level winds along the south-
eastern coast between 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT 18 February (1) coincided with the amplifica-
tion of the 300mb winds, (2) co incided with the intensification of snow fall rates in northern
Georgia, Tennessee and the Carolinas, and (3) preceded the formation of the coastal front des-
cribed by Bosart (1980). The development of the low level Jet (LU), its relationship to the
observed tipper tropospheric accelerations and lower tropospheric mass distributions, and its in-
teraction with the second tropospheric wave are described in this section,
Isentropic Analysis of the President's Day Cyclone
A detailed analysis of the interaction between the several jet streams that itirluenced the cy-
clone's development is presented in this section through use of isentropic analyses on the 292,
312 and 332K surfaces and vertical gross section analyses.
The 292K surface is representative of the lower troposphere over the Southeast in which.
the strong LLC developed by 1200 GMT 18 February, The 3121E surface is representative of the
middle troposphere over the central Midwest where the second tropospheric wave amplified by
0000 GMT 19 February, The 332K surface nearly parallels the tropopause, especially over the
Southeast and provides a means for examining the maximum winds associated with the subtrop-
ical jet (STJ), which amplified between 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT 18 February.
The iscntropic analyses presented in this report are subjective, but have been cross—clieched
with numerous cross sections and the NI yS pressure analyses, The "cross—shed:" analysis proce-
dure not only incorporates the detailed vertical resolution of individual rawinsonde ascents into
the isentropic wind, pressure, and moisture analyses (Shapiro, 1.970), but also insures horizontal
and vertical, consistency in the nnass and wfnd fields among all the analyses.
i
The 332K, 312K and 292*Kanalyses for 1200 GMT 17 February through 1200 %GMT 19
February (Figures 8 to 12) reflect the same basic sequence as the pressure analyses described in
Section 2. However, as discussed by Uccellini (1976), Uccellini and Johnson (1979) and Carlson
(1980), the isentropic analyses provide, a three dimensional perspective of interactive upper, mid-
dle and lower tropospheric flow regimes, especially with regard to moisture transports and coil-
pled jet phenomena. Tile important points &leaned from the isentropic analyses are listed as
follows:
1. The amplification of the subtropical jet between 1200 GMT 17 February and 1200 GMT
18 February, is depicted oil the 332K surface (Figures 8, 9, and 10), During this period, the
maximum winds along tile axis of the STJ increased front 	 to over 80ins-1 . The maxi-
mum winds were located within the lowest pressure (highest altitude) on the 332K surface, indi-
cating that parcels entering the STJ accelerated and rose to the level of maximum winds. A
polar front jet (PFJ), depicted as a separate entity off the Delaware—New Jersey coast oil the
332K surface in Figure 10, is directed toward higher pressure (lower altitude) implying that air
was sinking as it entered the jet core, The distribution of clouds over tile eastern United States
is evidently related to the juxtaposition of these two different tipper level jet streaks as analyzed
within the isentropic framework, The western edge or the high cloudiness seen in the infrared
satellite imagery (Figure 6A) aligns with the lower extension of tile rising STJ (evident oil the
312K surface in Figure 10) while concurrently the lack of clouds over the Northeast N associated
with the confluence of two different air streams and the sinking PFJ.
2, The development of a low level jet in the SotAlicast, oil the 292K surface between 0000
GMT and 1200 GMT 18 February is marked by an increase of the winds from 5nis- 1 to over
25 nisi (Figures 9 and 10). Tile LU extended tip from 900 nib to 750 nib in the South-
east (see Figure IOC) and was obviously transporting moisture into a region of moderate
snow (Figure 3C). The subsequent evolution of tile LLJ is illustrated in Figures I I and 12 which
show the LU propagating slowly tip the East Coast, directed, up toward the 750mb level, and
. ,
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L	 Figure S, 'sctitropic analyses for 1200 GMT 17 February 1979, (Al) (131) (C1). lllontgomery
Strc,uli f=unction (T) analysis, (solid, 240 = 3.240 * 10 S
 ants'; 936 = 2.936 * 10 5 m2r2) and isotach(dashed ms-1 ) for 332"K, 312°K, and 292* K surfaces, respectively. (A2) (B2) (C2) Pressure (solid,
millibars) and mixing ratio (dashed gkg- 1), for corresponding surfaces,
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Figure 9. lsentropic analyses for 0000 GMT 18 February 1979, (At) Shading represents velocities
between 70ms` I and 80 ms-1 . See Figure 8 caption for additional details.
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Figure 10. lsentropic analyses for 1200 GMT 18 February 1979. (Al) Shading represents velocities
between 70ms't and 80nis-T . (Cl) Wind barbs represent largest measured velocities (each barb de-
notes a 10ms-I velocity; a lialf barb denotes a. Sms- t velocity), See Figure 8 caption for additional
details.
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Figure 11_.. Isen tropic analyses for 0000 GMT 19 February 1979. (At) Sanding represents velocities
between 70ms' t and 80ms' 1 . ( BI) Shading represents velocities between 50ms- I
 and 60tils-I.
(Cl) Wind barbs m-present largest measured velocities, See Figure 8 caption for additional
details.
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Figure 12. Isentropic analyses for 1200 GMT 19 February 1979, (131) Shading represents veloc-
ities between 50ins- 1
 and 60nis-1 . (C1) Wind barbs represent largest measured velocities. See
Figure 8 caption for additional details.
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transporting moisture into regions of moderate and Heavy snow. It is clear that the LI..I analyzed
'or this case is not solely a boundary layer phenomenon but extends well beyond the planetary
1w:.:dary layer (PBL) towards the 700mb level.
3. The evolution of the "second wave," particularly its amplification over the Ohio Valley
by 0000 GMT 19 February and propagation towards the Last Coast by 1200 GMT 19 February
is clearly illustrated oil 	 312K surface, Associated with the wave was a polar jet streak whose
velocities were maximized between 300 and 400mb and increased in magnitude to greater than
$Oms- 1 by 0000 GM a 19 February (Figure 11). The lower extension of this jet is evident on
the 292K surface, especially after 1200 GMT 18 February (Figures 10 to 12). Tile 292K wind
maximum is characterized by a westerly flow nearly parallel to the Montgomery Strerim Function
(T) contours and the 650 and 750nib isobars. Therefore, the nature of the lower extension of
the polar jet is significantly different from the more ageostrophic LLJ which developed along the
Southeast coast, accelerated toward lower 41 values and ascended the 292K surface. Tile propa-
gation of the middle tropospheric polar jet streak toward the East Coast and its apparent inter-
action with the low level jet moving up the coast (figures 11 and 12) appear to be important
factors in the cyclogenesis that commenced between 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT 19 .February. It
is interesting to note that the LLJ developed near the axis of the STJ (a relationship which is
further explored in the following section) but eventually propagated into an exit region of a
polar jet and was totally incorporated within the cyclone's circulation by 1200 GMT 19 February.
This analysis reveals the complexities involved in describing tl ►e total evolution of the LLJ and its
relationship to different ;jet systems during a eyclogenctic period in contrast to a more simpliCed
interaction described by Uccellit.i ail([ Johnson (1979) for a non—cyclogenetic period,
Tile vertical cross sections from Flint, Michigan (FNT) to Charleston, South Carolina (CHS)
(Figure 13) illustrate tile- ; .`tr jets that affected the East Coast immediately prior to cyclogenesis.
At 1200. GMT 18 February (Figure 13A) the LLJ located over CI3S is maximized above the PBL
near the 700mb level. Tile STJ is maximized near the 200mb level while the first polar jet (PJ1)
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that extended from the Ohio Valley to off the East Coast is maximized near 250mb. The polar
jet associated with the second wave in the northern Midwest (PJ2) appears maximized ,near 350mb
just south of Dayton, Ohio at 0000 GMT 19 February (Figure 1313),
Acceleration of the Subtropical Jet and Associated Mass Adjustments
As noted in the previous section, the STJ analyzed on the 332K surfaces accelerated from
65 to over 80ms-1 between 1200 GMT 17 February and 1200 GMT 18 February, immediately
prior to and during the period of LU development. Figure 14 illustrates that during the periq^;
in which the STJ amplified, winds becalm noticeably supergeostrophic near the jet core at 0000
GMT 18 February (Figure 1413), and along the entire length of the STJ at 1200 GMT 18 Febru-
ary (Figure 14C). 1 The winds slid not become subecostrophic in the entrance region of this in-
tense STJ until 0000 GMT 19 February (Figure 14D). Thus, geostronhic velocities did not in-
crease to 80nis` 1 over the Southeast (Tennessee Valley, see Figure 14D) until 24 hours after the
accelerations in the STJ %were first observed and 12 hours after the actual winds had increased to
a magnitude greater than 80ms-1.
Since the increase in the magnitude of the gcostrophic winds significantly lagged the ob-
served accelerations of the actual winds, it appears that the winds in the Southeast were not ad-
justing to the given local mass distribution. Rather, the accelerating supergeostrophic winds forced
the mass to adjust in a manner similar to the adjustment concepts first described by Rossby
(1938) for an infinitely long current (Figure 15). Rossby's theory shows that an um!,alanced,
supergeostrophic current will transport mass to the right (looking downstream) to bring the cur-
rent into a geo^,trophically balanced steady state. Galtn's (1945) application of Rossby's theory
illustrates that the adjustment of the mass field will "overshoot" the balanced state before
1 '17he difference between actual and computed gcostrophic velocities computed on the 332K surface in Figure 1.4 is consistent
with the wnme differences computed for the National Weather Service 2OD-mb analyses. For Ilia most part, gradient winds
computed on the 332K surface were equivalent to the geostrophic values, given the large tadlus of curvature of the observed
flow.
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Figure IS. Schematic representation of a mass adjustment in a two layer infinite current (directed
into the page). Within the top layer la c , the development of supergeostrophic current of width. La
will lead to the righthand displaceanerlt (c) of the current and the resultant mass redistribution
(heavy dashed line). After Rossby ( 1 938),
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actually approaching the steady state solution and yield a slowly oscillating inertia—gravity wave.
The finite length of the STJ described in this study as well as its accelerating nature complicate
simple adjustment concepts, however, since the STJ over the Southeast appears to be supergeo-
strophic along the entire length for nearly 24 hours, a mass adjustment that would normally be
found only within an indirect transverse circulation in the exit region of a finite length jet streak
(Uccellitli and Johnson, 1979, among others) should have occurred in this case along the entire
lengthh of the STJ between 1200 GMT 17 February to 0000 GMT 19 February.
The vertical isentropic cross sections from Peoria, Illinois (PIA) to Waycross, Georgia (AYS)
(Figure 16) provide evidence for the cross stream mass adjustments forced by the supergeo
stroplhic flow at the STJ level (Figures 14B and 14C). Between 1200 GMT 17 February and
0000 GMT 11^ February, there is a persistent depletion of mass on the cyclonic side of the jet
streak (J), as illustrated by the selected isentropes in Figure 16, within which the vertical pressure
differential (ap/30) decreases. 1 To the right of the STJ, lap/aoi consistently increases, indicating
a net mass transport into that region. The rightward shift of the jet core during the period of
most noticeable adjustment (Figure 16B to 16D) is also consistent with Rossby's theory, which.
predicts a rightward displacement (e in Figure 15) of the current as the adjustment proceeds to
a geostrophically balanced state.
The rapid amplification of the northwest to southeast tilted trough along the line of the
cross section in Figure 16, evident on the 850mb (Figures 213 and 3B) and the 292K surfaces
(Figures 9C1 and FOCI), is another indication of the importance of the cross stream mass ad-
justments in this case, The 332K pressure analyses in Figure 8A2 to 10A2 offer additional evi-
d^i,nice. The consistent decrease of minimum pressure along or just to the right of the jet axis on
hMass is defined within the isentropic: framework by the volume integral fYl1/g apl30 1dV. From Equation 4, page 13, mass
convergence (divergence) will spread apart (bring together) isentropic surfaces and destabilize (stabilize) the atmosphere. See
UccFdlini (1976) for additional details.
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the 332 K surface illustrates that the upward "bulge" that normally marks the upp-nr isentropic:
surfaces to the right of the jet core (see Figure 16) is amplifying in response to the increased
amass transport into that region, It therefore appears that r cross-stream component of the mass
transport related to an indirect transverse circulation forced by the supergeostrophic current is
significant in this case and that the changes depicted in the cross sections (figure 16) tire
 not
merely (late to along-stream advecttons ►nto the plane of the cross section,
Remaining  questions concerning reasons for the observed accelerations of the STJ are ad-
dressed in Section S.
Coupling the Mass Adjustments to an 1sallobaric Forcing of the Low Level Jet
The "coupled" jet streak: concept presented by Uccellini and Johnson (1979) relates the
mass adjustments within the exit region of an upper level jet streak to (lie development of an
LU through an isallobaric response to the mass adjustments. The coupling concept is applied to
this case (late to the ageostrophic nature, vertical extent and rapid development of the LU and
its close proximity* to an. upper tropospheric jot st reak,
The basic equa tions used for the ana lys is o f coup led Jet streaks involves approximating the
zageostrop-h c wind component %,,,) by
f- a 	 x 
a u- + 
U - vO (k. x Ug^	 (1)tp
where: term (l) represents the isallobaric witad and (2) represents the inertial adve Live wind,
using a geostaophic momentum approximation, f is the Coriolis term, k is the unit normal vertical
vector, tTg is the geostrophic wind, U is the actual wind and the subscript Q refers to the terms
toeing computed on iseutrop e surfaces.. The isallobaric wind (Uag t) reduces to
I tl	 - (20 (')at
k.
2
where T is the Montgomery Stream function. As derived by Uccellini and Johnson, U gl can be
defined on tiny arbitrary isentropic surface (O L) by
_ -R	 Ts alas 	Ot°	 p ^ 1 G^l^
	
.^..
	
_.^...	 .... d0
	
(3)
U (0L) # ^z Q	 "	 1>	 atiA	 l	 ps atp	 05	 od	 t	 0
where R is the Universal Gas Constant, T and 11 are temperature and pressure respectively, poo is
a reference pressure and the subscript s refers to surface values. The form of (3) reveals that the
isallobarie wind in isentropic coordinates is determined by the gradients of surface pressure tend-
ency and the .integrated pressure tendency between the earth's surface and TL. Tim relationship
between the pressure te ndencies and ling l expressed ill (3) cou ples tropospheric n1ass adju stment
to the isallobarie wind on O L. The vertical integration of the 111ass continuity equations between
arbitrary lower and upper isentropic surfaces (O and 0 1 ) yields
app	 8p 1 	' ©t	 dt^	 d	 bp dO 	 -
. _. *i ....- + 1[
Z0. DO + O c O dt	 dO,	 (4)at	 at o,
With the substitution of (4) into (3), the isallobaric agcostrophie component on 0 1, can be linked
to horizontal mass divergence and dilbatic processes.
The %p tendencies and resultant isallobaric winds as defined by (2) are presented in Figure
17 for the 48-hour period preceding eyclogenesis. Between 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT 18 Feb-
ruary an area of maximum iij falls on the 2192 h surface coincided with the STJ analyzed on the
332K surface and amplified to -45 x 10 1 m 2 s-2 as the area shifted southeastward. A second
area of maximum *4t falls was located in Ohio associated with the second wave propagating
through the Ohio Valley (figures 4 and 11). The existence of two centers of `lf halls fieceding
cyclogellesis is consistent with other major cyclones its recently discussed by Weber (1980), By
1200 GMT 19 February a tremendous amplification of the T falls had occurred along the Vir-
ginia coast, apparently reflecting either a phasing together of the two systems and/or an amplifica-
tion of the a4f/at field propagating from Ohio toward the East Coast. The large amplitudes of
both positive and negative centers of a4t1at are undoubtedly important features o f the cyclogenesis
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occurring along the coast and by (3) and (4) are indicative of the tremendous mass adjustme tits
associated with the storm's development.
Figure 17 reveals that between 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT 18 February east to southeast
isallobaric wind components approaching Sins- t
 were found near and below the 850mb level un
the -292K surface, coinciding, with the position of the I.L„l observed at 1200 GMT 18 February
(Figures 313 and IOC1). The developaanent of the LU between 0000 and 121 00 GMT 18 February
occurred not only as the maximum a4f/3t center continued to amplify and shift toward the
southeast, but also as the center of maximum '41 fulls shifted toward higher pressure (lower antis
tude), It is also during this period that 850nib height tendencies displayed it noted amplification.
The same basic pattern persistspersists at 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT 19 February as the area of maaxi»
nium lower level winds is consistently found where the easterly isallobaric winds are maximized
along the coast near the 850mb isobar, joist to the north and east of the maximum
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estimate since it was necessary to smooth the %If analysis (tile to the scarcity of data in that re-
gion, leading to as weakening of the gradients. The 12—hour time step also acts to reduce- the mag-
nitude of the isallobaric wind, especially (luring periods of rapid amplification.
Ail 	 of the inertial advective contributions to the ageostrophic wind (term 2 of laqua-
tion 1) reveals that the confluent nature or the now upwind of' the low level jet yielded an ageo-
strophic wind of 5nns- 1 at 1200 GMT 18 February. The isallobaric and inertial effects, thin,
combine to produce a significant aagcostrophic wind and subsequent parcel :accelerations into the
core of the LU in as manner similar to that described by Uccellini and, Johnson (1979) and
Uccellini ('1980). An averaged value of 7.0ms- 1 for the ageostrophic component perpendicular
to the direction of the LL7 over the l?—hour period (0000 -1200 GMT 18 February) yields a
214 nas" t increase in the wince along the axis of the observed LU, which eonipares favorably with
observations (Figures 9 and 10).
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An evaluation of (3) for the cross sections (Figure 16) between 0000 GMT and 12100 GMT
18 February with O t, set equals to '2901;., directly links the mass changes depicted in the
cinss sections (Figure 1.6) to the 292 K isallobaric wind within the plane or the cross section
or along tile LU axis at 1200 GMT 18 February near Athens, Georgia (AH.N). As is measured
by the integrated pressure tendency term in (3), the increase (decrease) or pressure oil the lower
isentropic surfaces to the -ight (left) of the tipper level jet will produce a lower tropospheric isal-
lobaric wind directed toward the cyclonic side of the tipper level jet (see Figure 7 in Uccellin!
and Johnson, 1979). In this case, the surface pressure tendency terns 	 to a small isal-
lobaric wind directed toward tile coast, opposite to the direction of the LU. The integrated
pressure tendency term contributed to all isallobaric wind of 2.7 m g-1 averaged over the
area bounded by AYS and AIIN and directed toward AHN. The contribution of the into-
grated pressure tendency term clearly accounts for the southeast isallobaric wind components
analyzed in southern. Georgia and along the coast in Figures 1711 and 11 77C. Thereforc, the
tropospheric isentropes forced to higher pressure immediately along the coast and toward lower
pressure beneath the jet core at 12100 GMT 18 February (Figure 16) increased the magnitude of
the isallobaric wind in the vicinity of the rapidly developing LLJ. Thus, it appears that the mass
adjustments associated with the supergeostrophic STJ played a significant Tole in tile rapid accel-
cration of the low level winds in the Southeast. However, all added factor must be considered
for tile development of the LU in this ease,
The "Datnining Effect" of Cold Air oil the Isallobaric Wind
The I.OK decrease of the surface potential te ,litiperature at Athens, Georgia during the t2h,
period ending at 121 00 GMT IS February (as illustrated by tile emergence of five isentropes into
the PBL from below ground in Figure 16C) is a manifestation of the "damming effect" between
the Appalachian Mountains and the East Coast (Wichwein, 1980). The surface maps (Figures IC-
5C) and cross sections (Figure 16) both illustrate that the southw ard bulge in the surface anticy-
clone to the cast of the Appalachian Mountains firmly establishes a shallow layer of very ca)d air
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Figure 17. Evolution of the 12-hour tendency of Montgomery Strum Rinetion (4 1 ) and isallobaric
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southward to Georgia. Richwein used Schwerdferger's (1973) mountain barrier study to deter-
mine that wllen a shallow, stable cold air mass is forced against the eastern slopes of the Appa-
lachians, a significant low level east—west pressure gradient is established, which in turn, continu-
ally reinforces the southward push of cold air between the Appalachian Mountains and the coast.
In this case, the persistent and self sustaining southward advection of Cod r air immediately
cast of the Blue Ridge Mountains modified the isallobaric response to the mass adjustments re-
lated to the STJ. The rapid emergence of the 272K to 263K isentropes into tlae boundary layer
at AHN between 0000 GMT and 1200 GbfT and the formation of a very stable layer near 850111b
(Figures 16.0 and 16C) are not only indications of file damming effect but also contribute to a
significant negative *41 tendency for the lower level isentropic surfaces. The integrated pressure
tendency at AHN, associated with the emerging isentropic surfaces tin Figure 16C) could account
for the amplification of the negative T tendency field from -20 to -40 x 101 1112S-2 (Figures 16A
and l 6!3) between 0000 and 1200 GMT 18 February. The damming effect therefore localizes
and amplifies the negative tendencies region and acts to enlianco the gradients measured in (3)
between the coast and the mountain range; The damming process could therefore act to increase
the isallobaric wind directed toward the mountainous region along the cross section in Figure 17
and contribute to the development of the LLJ.
There is no attempt made here to rate the relative importance of the adjustments in the
lower tropospheric momentum field forced by the supergeostrophic STJ and the damming of
cold air cast of the Appalachians. The importance of the STJ is illustrated by the fact that sig-
niticant negative * tendencies and resultant isallobaric flow existed west of the mountains at
0000 GMT 18 February as the STJ went noticeably supergeostrophic. The amplification of the
T tendency field at a higher pressure level on the 292K surface by 1200 GMT 18 February can
be linked in part to the increase of the supergeostrophic component of the STJ and subsequent
mass adjustment. The damming effect, which acts to focus the center of the negative * tenden-
cies just to the east of the Appalachians, could further amplify the tendency and increase the
1
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t
gradients between the ocean and the mountains and therefore, yield a larger isallobaric compo-
nent. The lack of data off the coast prevents a strict comparison of these two processes, since
the upper air anaa^ sis had to be smoothed, possibly yielding underestimates of ah gradients along
the coast,
Implications_ of the Isallobaric Forcing of the LU Upon the Pre—C clo enesis Snowfall.
The development of the LU by 1200 GMT 18 February coincided with the development of
the moderate to heavy snow in the Southeast (figure 30. As was the case in the Uccell t l and
Johnson (1979) study, the development of the LU directed up sloped isentropic surfaces signifi-
cantly increased the moisture a,dvection into the region of heaviest precipitation (seen by ilia cotn-
bined wind, moisture and pressure analyses in Figures 1001 and IOC2). The continued advection
of moist air into the region of heaviest precipitation along the coast is maintained through 1200
GMT 19 February (Figarres 11C and 12C). Tice convergent nature of the isallobaric wind also
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tation is persistently found near the region of maximum elf falls, such as the western Carolinas
and eaastern. Tennessee at 1200 GMT 18 r^bruary, southern Virginia and southern Ohio at 0000
OMT 19 February and eastern Maryland at 1200 GMT 19 February (Figure 17). Evidently, the
isallobaric wind plays a dual role in that its contribution to the .forcing of the LU enhances the
moisture transport into the precipitation area while the convergent nature of ilia wind aids in
generating the precipitation.
The local circulation near the coastal front that developed after i"00 GMT 18 February
could also acct to enhance heavy precipitation, as discussed by Bosart (1975, 1977, 1980) and
Marks and Austin ( 1979). it is interesting to note that the development of the highly aged-
strophic LLJ and the damming of cold air just east of the Blue Ridge Mountains immediately
preceded the onset of coastal frontogenesis. It is possible that the northerly aageostrophic wind
over land (related to the damming effect) combined with the east—southeast lover tropospheric
ageostrophic flow along the coast (forced by the jet streak related mass adjustments) could
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provide the ageostrophic deformation field needed for coastal frontogenes s (Bosart, 1972)
through shearing deformation. )
 Once coastal frontogenesis commences, a smaller scale circulation
is forced along the front, which enhances precipitation rates, a process that was clearly evident at
0000 GMT 19 February along the North. Carolina coast and 1200 GMT 19 February in the Wash-
ington, DC. area (Bosart, 1980),
Scenario for the President's Day Cyclone
The following sequence of events is listed as a plausible scenario for the cyclogeticsis period
that marked the President's Day cyclone, February 17-19, 1979.
Between 1200 GMT 17 February and 1200 GMT 18 February, an amplification of the
STJ occurred yielding upper level winds that were at least 20ms- 1 supergeostrophic and forcing
a mass transport from the cyclonic to the anticyclonic (northwest to southeast) ;ide of the STa,
• An LLJ formed in the Southeast by 1200 GMT 18 February in response to, in part, the
mass adjustments forced by the supergeostrophic STJ. The "damming effect" (Richwein, 1980)
on the cast slopes of the Blue Ridge Mountains amplified the isallobaric wind response along the
Southeast coast by significantly contributing to the negative q tendencies maximized in northern
Georgia.
r
	
	
• The development of the LLJ enhanced the precipitation rates from Georgia to Virginia by
two processes. First, the deve?-.1pment of the LLJ significantly increased the moisture transport
into the region where the heavy snowfall occurred, Second, the enhanced convergence related to
the isallobaric wind and the LLJ directed up the sloped isentropic surfaces increased and localized
upward vertical motion. These two effects combined to yield the heavy snowfall associated with
r'
	 the first distinct area of precipitation as revealed by the SMS-GOES 1R imagery,
1D. Keyser, personal communication.
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The development of the highly ageostrophic LW of the 18th of :February and the dam-
ming of the cold air just cast of the Blue Ridge Mountains immediately preceded and probably
contributed to the onset of coastal frontogenesis through shearing deformation.
• The increased advections associated with the LU after 1200 GMT 18 February helped
set up a lower tropospheric thermal ridg y along the coast (as analyzed by Bosart, 1980), of which
the coastal front is part, and thus primed the North Carolina—Virginia coast for cyelogenesis.
• An amplification of a second wave propagating into the Ohio Valley and its associated
polar jet approached the East Coast by 0600 GMT 19 February and appeared to initiate the cy-
clogencsis near the northern portion of the thermal ridge. The SMS -GOES IR imagery indicates
that the cloud mass associated with the cyclone rapidly developed and expanded in response to
this rapidly propagating wave. The phasing of two separate * tendency areas immediately prior
to cyclogenesis is consistent with Weber's (1980) recent observations of major cyclogenesis,
• The heavy snow in the Washington, D,C, area and points north was due to the develop-
ment and expansion of the second cloud mass associated with the intensifying cyclone after 0600
GMT 19 February. The precipitation, rates were related, in part, to the irce-lerated moisture
transport associated with the low level jet and the convergent nature of the isallobaric winds and
were more locally enhanced by a pronounced coastal front, which extended north from this cy-
clone center (Bosart, 1980).
• The storm vortex rapidly developed and intensified, apparently aided by the low static
stability over the oceans and by diabatic processes associated with sensible and latent heat release
as discussed by Bosart (1980)..
d. LFM-II MODEL SIMULATION
Bosart (1980) has discussed the failure of the NMC LFM-11 to adequately forecast the rapid
formation of the President's Day cyclone and heavy snowfall in the Middle Atlantic states. Bo-
sart's analysis stresses the need for a getter representation of the boundary layer (both in vertical
resolution and physical parameteriZations) and the use of Significant level data in the lower
troposphere to better forecast the liast Coast cyclogenesis. The purpose of this section is to study
the LE'M-i1 simulations of the upper and lower level jets to determine if these features were prop-
erly resolved within. the model. The intent is that anecessurily to make recommendations for model
changes, but to determine the usefulness of Li'M-11 simulations for the study of jet strealk dynat-
les whicit would otherwise suffer from the spatial and temporal aliasing, hilicrent within the opera-
tional data base, Model output data initialized tit three times prior to cyclogensis, R O 0000 C 11 T
18 l t4bruary 1979, () 1200 GMT 18 February 1979, and (3) 0000 GMT 19 February 19791 are
utilized for this Study, The daata used in thl.s section have been host-processed !it a► manner des-
cribed in the Appendix.
Description of the L M-1l Forceasts
`the amplitude and propagation of the short wave (lr,lt crossed the 011lo Valley and ittitinted
the c)"clone's rapid intellsifileation along the bast C"onst were adequately forecast by the three
Ll .'lst=11 model rulls initialized prior to 1200 GMT 19 February 1979 Wigum 18); A. comp ason
between tite actual 500 m geopotential at 1200 t )NIT 1 1) V bruary 1979 and three forecasts of
the same fields initialized 12, 24, and 36 llours prior to the verifying time (Figure 18) reveals
that the 12- and 24-hour fonnasts of the second wave were quite goon while the 36-hour'fore-
cast underestimated the wave's tamplituc e, Figtare 1.9 illustrates that ageostrophic transverse eircu-
lations in the entrance and exit regions of the polar jet associated with the Ohio Valley wave lit
the conceptual model of jet streak circulations discussed by lljerknes ( 1951), Weill, et al, (1952),
and UcQclIin1 and Johnson ( 1979) among others. By 1200 GMT 19 February the merger between
the polar jet :and pre-exi ' ng subtropical jet laad occurred in the model simulation. A significant
transvern. ageostrophic wind component directed from the cyclonic to anticyclonic side of file
,jet call be seen In the exit, region immediately, off the coast. Tile existence or a transverse ageo-
strophic wind coratp onent and strong vorticity advection (figure 18) over the region \vhere cyclo-
genesis actually occurred is consistent with the conceptual models of the influence of jet streaks
upon cyclogetnesis (Reiter, 1963) and quasi-geostrophic concepts (tlosart., 1980). Ali inspection.
--I
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of the total and ageostro, pltic wind fields over 6-hour intervals for pill three; forecasts ,evealcd that
the LhM-11 consistently predicted the expected transverse ageostrophic wind components Ica the
exit and entrance region of the polar jet associated with the second wave without noticeable os-
cillation or deviation. Yet the forecast of tii,e location and intensity of the surface low by all
three model runs f:ailed rather remarkably (Figure 20), The analyzed 1200 GMT 19 February
1979 surface anatp reveals an intense 1004mb ow center near the Maryland - Virginia coastline,coastline,
The 36-hour forecast initialized at 0000 GMT 18 February provides no evidence of a developing
cyclone as the model predicts a weak inverted trough. along the southeastern and mid-Atlantic
coast. The 24- and 12-hour forecasts, initialized at 1200 GMT 18 February and 0000 GMT 19
February, respectively, did develop a closed cyclonic circulation, but several hundred kilometers
to the south and cast of the actual location. The model also failed to capture the rapid deepen-
ing of the surface low or the enhancement of the pressure gradient in the vicinity of the Cyclone
center, as discussed by Bosaart (1980).
Model Simulation of the LLJ
An apparent weakness in till three of the model simulations is the lack of a lower tropos-
placric thermal ridge, which developed along the East Coast in conjunction with the formaation of
the coastal front: on 18 February and which provided. a favorable environment for rapid cyclogen-
esis. Bosart (1980) has noted that significant sensible heat fluxes, which may be important for
establishing the lower tropospheric thermal ridge, could not be properly accounted for within the
model. A questim, t ►,tat arises, however, is to what extent did the LFM. simulate the development
of the LU and the attending moisture and thermal aadvections along the Southeast coast during
the pre-cyclogenetic period on Febru-ary 18?
Figure ?l illustrates the 850mb total and agcostrophic wind components for the 1211 and
2411 forecasts initialized at 0000 GMT 18 February. Tic LFM-11 forecast the development of an
.LLJ over the Appalachian Mountains in eastern Tennessee at I'-2 h into the forecast, and over West
Virginia at 24h, Tlaese locations of the LLJ are several hundred kilometers north and west of
40
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the coastal regions where the low level wind maxima were: tactually observed (figures 3 and 10).
The 1211 and 2411 forecasts for the ageostrophle wind reveal in east—northeasterly Clow and not
the south—southeasterly direction that was diagnosed near the 850mb level oat the 292k surface,
The highly ageostropttie LLJ that developed immediately along the lkast Coast was not forecast
by any of the LFM-11 model simulations reviewed for this analysis.
The 850mb isallobaric winds were computed using. the L>rtM—ll geopotential height tenden-
cies measured over 12h periods ending at 1200 GMT 18 February and 0000 GMT 19 February
(Figure 22), The most striking feature is that the LIiM isallobaric fields significantly lag the ob-
served analyses (Figure 17) by as much as 12 hours. At 1200 GMT 18 February the model has
very weal: isallobarie flow along the coast and significant east—southeast isallobaric winds located
well to the west of the coastal region where the observed southeasterly isallobaric winds were
maximized. It is not until the 12h period after 1200 GMT 1.8 February that the LFM generated
significant isaallobarie winds along tit: avast, however, even with this forcing, the ageostrophic
wind remained north—northeasterly (Figure 21), rather than east—soutlicasterly its observed. Ap-
parently, the northeasterly ageostrophic flow at the 850mb level in the UU-11 simulation (Fig-
tire 21) is heavily weighted toward the inertial-advective term in (1) associated with the strongly
confluent southeasterly flow in the mid—Atlantic states. It, therefore, appears that the model
simu lations d id not properly account for the isallobaric forcing of the LU along the Fast Coast
as Discussed in Section 3,
Model Simulation of the Subtropical Jet and Associated Mass Adjustments
The next Step in the examination of the LFM-11 simulation is the model's forecast of the
accelerating STJ that was linked to the development of the LLJ (see Section 3), Figure 23 illus-
trates the 1211 and 24h LFM-11 forecasts (initialized at 0000 GMT 18 February) of (lie total and
=^geostrophic 300 nib winds. During the initial l2 hours of Mae forecast, the time during which
the STJ accelerated to nearly 65 nis` a at the 300 nib level (Figure 3) and was observed to be
12 HOUR FUHhUA b I """ ^
1200 GMT 18 FEB 1979
i
I:
24 HOUR FORECAST VAUU A 
0000 GMT 19 FEB 1979
0 5	 10
Figure 1-2. 850 mb isalloba.ric winds generated from
LFM-11 forecast geopotential Heights initialized at
0000 GMT 18 February 1979, using 1 ;.-liourO tcll(l-
envies, The magnitude (ms' i ) of the vectors are
scaled at the bottom of the figure.
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noticeably supergeostrophic, the LFM`-II generated a 60nis-1
 
jet streak, which was becoming in..
creasngly supergeostrophic (by 20nis- 1 , Figure 23) in the exit region of a jet streak.
The forecast ageostrophic winds tit the 300n b level are directed from the south along the
entire axis of the STJ in conjunction with the accelerating nature of the flow and apparently in
response to the strongly confluent flow into the polar jet streak located off the Northeast coast,
It is not until 18h to 2411 into the forecast period that the expected transverse ageostrophic pat-
tern associated with the supergeostrophic streaks were diagnosed in this forecast (Figure 23),
Figure 24 depicts the a-hourly forecasts of the ageostrophic wind relative to the position of the
subtropical jet streak from 0000 GMT 18 February to 0600 GMT 19 February. A slow oscilla-
tion of the ageostrophic winds in the exit regions of the jet streak exists from 0000 GMT 18
February 1979 to 1800 GHT 19 February 1979 as the ageostrophic wind vector veered from a
southerly to a more northerly direction, By 24 hours into the forecast, the ,jet streak is absorbed
n he cu rrent east of thk	 s (1Yigiire 200, but a relative maximi m still exists. By 30lilt., t.... ^.l.rr.^il 	 ^ai+`}liiiita	 :.
hours the ageostrophic winds are once again southerly along the entire axis of the jet despite the
presence of supergeostrophic flow.
Vertical cross sections of the model predicted potential temperature field were derived from
grid points (Figure 25) nearest to the RAOB stations used for the analysis hi Section 3 (Figure
16) to determine the extent to which the LFM-11 prot'drly simulated the mass adjustments near
the STJ. The cross-sections from the LFM-11 forecast initialized at 0000 GMT 18 February
(Figure 26) illustrate two important features. First, the mass convergence to the right of the STJ
(to the right of C in Figure 26) was not predicted by the LFM-I1. The isentropes between the
200mb and 600mb levels were actually contracting rather than spreadi-lg apart. It is not until 1811.
into the model simulation that lower troposplieric isentropes are forced to higher pressure at
points D and L at a time when the 300mb ageostrophic now finally reversed to a more northerly
direction (Figure 24). Second, rapid cooling iii the boundary layer immediately to the left of U
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of L 	 generated cross section.
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Figure 26. LFM-11 generated cross sections of potential temperature, including initial analysis at
• 0000 GMT 18 February 1979 (top left) and 6-hourly forecasts ending at 1800 GMT 18 February
1979 (bottom right). Heavy lines represent 285°K, 305°K, 325°K and 345°:K isentropes. Arrows
reflect 6-hourly movement from previous time (end of arrow) to current time (arrow head).
at fill and 12h is a manifestation of the damming effect near the Olue Ridge Mountains. It al.)
pears that the cold air is slightly west of lire observed location, it displacement which is probably
tt 1`unction of the model terrain. `Che impact of this fe,alume on Ilse forecast was not pursued.
Summary of Model Diagnostics
Combining the information from the simulated 300mti flow (Figures 213 and 24), the 850mb-
analyses (Figures 21 and 22) indicates that the LPM -11 predicted a direct circulation along the
Last Coast, during the first 18h of the 0000 CiNIT 18 February simulation. A 300mb ageostrophie
flow directed toward tite cyclonic side of ,I complex jet flow is coupled with to persistent 850 nib
northerly ageostrophie now along the entire last Coast, wlille isentropes contracted to the right
of tlae su rather than apart as was observed. The model appears to be responding to the
strongly confluent flow into the polar jet off the New -England coast in maintaining the direct
circulation during the first. 1811 of the model forecast. Since the forecast 850mb ageostrophic
flow remains from the north, the model suppresses the developnwnt of the observed southeasterly
LLJ. Bence, the strong thermal advection along the coast, which could have established the
thermal ridge prior to cyclogenesis, would also be badly forecast.
It is not until 2411 into the A l,ecast that the tipper level ageostrophic flow near the super"
geostrophie STJ is reversed to the expecteli northerly component. It is also during this period
tliit (1) the isallobaric center finally shifts to the Carolina coast (Figure 22), a full 1 1 h rafter the
observed center liad already acted to generate a highly ageostrophic LU, and (2) an 8501iab
ageostrophic southerly wind has filially developed, but well to the southeast of the Ca ►bl na coast,
1-lowever, the 300imb ageostrophic flow continues the rotation back to ,I 	 flaw by 30h.
Subsequent model simulations and LFM analyses till indicate that the 300mu ageostrophic winds
tare directed more toward the anticyclonic side of the STJ off the last Coast during the critical
pre—cyclogenesis period. Yet the magnitude of this component remains small and appears to be
ssociatcd Willa the polar Jet merging with tine weakening STJ' as ciclifteci a1 >i pure 10
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The analysis of the LFM -11 presented in this report basically illustrates a poor prediction of
i
the pre—cyclogenetic mass—momentum adjustments associated with the superseostrophic subtropi-
cal jet and development of the LLJ off the east Coast. The model predicted a direct circulation
along the Fast Coast during the period 0000 GMT 18 February to 0000 GMT 19 February and
r^
`	 lagged in developing a lower tropospheric isallobaric forcing. The actual analysis emphasizes the
`%	 a	 existence of an indirect circulation with the LLJ forming along the Southeast coast immediately
f
`	 prior to cyclogenesis representing the lower branch of the indirect circulation. Subsequent model
runs initiated at 1200 GMT 18 February and 0000 GMT 19 February develop weak indirect cir-
culations along the East Coast, but it appears to be too little and too late to affect the environ-
ment in which the cyclone formed. None of the model forecasts develops the LLJ that was ob-
served along the East Coast at three observing times,.
The model analysis reveals that the LFM-11 can be used to study jet streak circulations,
which in turn, could be used for diagnosing potential model and initialization problems. The jet
streak circulations are very sensitive to correctly specifying initial imbalances in the mass and mo-
mentum fields, It is possible that the oscillation in the agcostrophic component observed with
the supergeostrophic STJ could have resulted from an initialization deficiency, a question that
can only be addressed with more thorough numerical experiments.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The analysis of the P'resident's Day cyclone, 17-19 February 1979 reveals that a series of
complex scale interactive processes is responsible for the development of the intense storm that
prodicced heavy snowfall rates up to 12emh- 1 .. Net only are large scale processes important for
r producing this storm, but mesoscale circulations also act to focus the adjustments associated
with the initiation of the cyclone into a rather small area. It appears that the transverse circula-
tions associated with jet streaks and coastal fronts act to produce a more favorable region for
eyclogenesis and generate mesoscale regions of heavy snowfall through enhanced moisture trans-
port and mechanical lift within the lower troposphere. Tliese types of processes have been
51
previously discussed for establishing the conditions suitable for spring and summer cotivective
storm systems (Uccellini and Johnson, 1979), llowever, the fire-cyelot;eneiie environment, with
rapidly accelerating tipper tropospheric flow, is far more complicated than the simplified view of
jet streak adjustments ptmoted by Uccellini and Johnson for the case involving strllight jet
streaks in r► t ►on-eyelogenctic period,
Specific ruldings derived from the analysis include.
1. Two systems were responsible for the heavy snow in tile Southeast and along the Mast
Coast. '.file first area of heavy= stlow was basically confined to the Souti ;-rest and was associated
with a. noticeably supergeostrophic sub ropical jet streak. The seeond area or heavy snow that
eMended up the last Coast was related. to a seeomi wave propagating eastward from the Ohio
Valley. The second wave and its attending polar jet streak concentrated vortieity and tipper
level divergence and appears to be an .important factor in the initi:ltion of the cyclone off' the
Vi rginia^ l ulia -Carolina coast;,
The supergeostrophic STJ forced mass acijustnlents that appear to play i► role in the
rapid formation of all 	 highly ageostrophic low level jet 24 hours prior to cyclogenesis in
11 lllallner collsist etlt witll the Coupling process described by Uccellini and Johnson (1979), The
diffOrences in this case, however, are that the STJ accelerates hi a short period of time and
r
:lppears to be supergeostrophic along its entire length, 'lllerefore, mass adjustments associated.
with r111 indireet transverse circulation that wmild normally be found in the exit region of III
upper level jet streak were analyzed, in this critic', withi n an extended dom ain near Ole STJ for
the 0000 CAT to 120() GMT 18 February period, Tile pattern of the mass adjustments across
the STJ closely re sem bles Rossby's (1939) analytic solution ror adjustments Necessary to restore
-I 	 current to a balanced state,
3. Tile damming of colt[ air to the cast of the Appalachian Runge (Rich,wein, 1950) also
snakes an important. contribution to the development of the .l U hi this ease. The entrenchment
of cold air in northern Georgia Magnified and focused the isallobaric response to file larger settle
CL
imass adjustments between the Blue Ridge Mountains and Atlantic coast. The effect was toin-
crease the nuignitude and gradient of the * tendency and to increase the .isallobaric wind compo-
nent in the lower troposphere during the period in which the LU rapidly developed.
4. Tile isallobaric forcing of the LU played a dual role in generating suusynoptic to meso-
scale regions of moderate to licavy snowfall. The LU accelerated the moisture transport into
tile region of heaviest Snow for three consecutive observing periods. The Convergent nature of the
isallobaric wind appears to also be important for providing, the lift necessary for condensation and
subsequent heavy snowfall. The circulation associated with the coastal front further enhanced
precipitation rates immediately to the west of the front for two consecutive observing periods
(Bosart, 1980).
S. The development of the LU could be an important ractor in the development of the
coastal front and lower tropospheric thermal ridge through shearing deformation and enhanced
thermal advcctions, respectively. Tile evolution of these fields was a critical factor during the
pre—cyclogenesis period that apparently printed the Virginia coast for the rapid cyclogenesis which
occurred oil 19 February.
6. As in Bosart's analysis (1980), the performance of the LC114-11 model simulation is re-
viewed. Although the model does a credible job in simulating the Ohio Valley wave, which ap-
parently initiates the rapid cyclogenesis, only a weak cyclone was ,predicted well to the southeast
of the actual cyclone center. It appears that the model does not accurately simulate an indirect
circulation for the noticeably supergeosirophic STJ oil 18 February, but rather predicts a direct
circulation in response to the confluent PCJ located in the Northeast. The consequence is the
Failure of the Ll~M to accurately predict (1) the isallobarie forcing depicted in the analysis, (?)
the southeasterly ageostrophic flow along the coast, and (3) the development and evolution of
the LU along the Eiast Coast. Therefore, the mass-momentum adjustments, which could have
established the thermal ridge off the Last Coast and possibly aid the development of a coastal
front during the pre—eyelogenetic period, were severely lacking in the model shliulations.
I
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Several important questions are left unanswered which dcserve further research.
1. What caused the acceleration of the STJ`? The concept that the Magnitude of the STJ
increases in response to an c^^ confluence lone (Namias and Clapp, 1949) may not readily
apply in this case. While a confluence zone does exist over New Mexico and Mexico, Cite accel-
orations of the STJ semi to occur prior to or in conjunction With the increased confa ,;ence in the
southern united States, Yet, the supergcostrophic nature of the flow prior to 0000 (AMT 19
F bruary indicates that the wind forced the mass to adjust rather than a local mass distribution
forcing the wind to adjust, The acceleration of the STJ might also be linked to tropical con-
veetive regions that generate the persistent agcostrophic wind components which act to increase
the magnitude of the STJ as described by Pa`gle et al. (1979), Tlie FGGE data sets could be
useful in resol y .fig the possible global interaction for this case.
?. To what extent did the diabatic and boundary layer processes flay a role in the develop-
ment of the Ll.l and the rapid cyclogenesis along the East Coast? This study emphasizes the
adiabatic adjustments associated with the supergeostrophic STJ and development of the LLJ and
the baroclinic nature of the Ohio Valley wave and its role in initiating cyclogenesis, Bosart's
(1950) analysis tends to emphasize the diabatic and boundary layer processes in explaining the
onset of cyclogenesis and rapid vortex formation, The ,lack of data precludes the detailed anal-
ysis necessary to determine the relative Importance of these processes and therefore dictates the
need for careful numerical experiments to resolve this problem,
3. What is the extent to which the reduced static stability off the coast days a role not
only in the development of the LU, but also in the rapid forunation of the cyclonic circulation?
Both, the LLJ and the cyclone underwent explosive development as ripper tropospheric waves and
jet streaks approached the coast. Careful numerical experiments are needed to assess the extent
to which reduced static stability in the lower troposphere innuuences the LLJ development and
rapid cyclogenesis.
4, To what extent is the failure of the LFM—TI model simulations a function of poor bound-
ary layer representation (as emphasized by Bo gart, 1980) or Troth jet streak simulation with.
I	 A
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respect to the STJ and LLJ (as discussed in this report)' While not minimizing the importance
of the boundary layer for these types of storms, questions could be raised as to whether even a
perfect representation of the boundary layer would reverse the transverse circulation along the
Cast Coast in the LFM-11 forecast from a direct to an indirect circulation. Model experiments
are needed to determine the degree to which the jet streak, simulations could be improved in the
UM-11, Experiments with various initiaalizaation techniques are also needed to specifically deter-
mine if the oscillations in the ageostrophic flow near the STJ are as famctioa of an improper
balance of forces within the initialized mass and momentum fields or if the oscillations are real
but out of phase,
The interactions of tropical-extratropical regimes associated with the subtropical and polar
jets, the upper-IoNver tropospheric coupling associated Nvith the development of the LU, the
terrain modification due to the clamming effect, and the complex laa roclinic processes associated
with the initiation of the cyclone by the second wave and polar jet streak all eoaalained to pro-
duce the rapid eyclogenesis that marked the President's Day cyclone. These complex interactions
suggest that global to synoptic to niesoseale cascade processes will need to be resolved to properly
simulate this type of storm, The meso-synoptic-global interactions are also important as the
cyclone evolved from the phasing of two meso scale, isallobaric cente rs and rapidly grew into a,
vortex which ultimately changed the large scale circulation over the Atlantic Ocean. It will take
a combined diagnostic-numerical model approach to resolve the interesting questions and prola-
lams related to the analysis of the President's Day cyclone,
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APPENDIX
NMC MODEL POSTPROCESSING PROCEDURES
This appendix summarizes the procedures used by NMC to post-process their model fore-
cast fields for ,general use. Both NMC operational fine and coarse mesh models arc j`ormulated in
sigma coordinates. Titus, all forecast variables must be interpolated from the sigma frantc.work to
mandatory pressure levels. This is accomplished with the assumption that the vertical variation
of dependent variables is linear with respect to p. The variables are not interpolated across the
tropopause except for geopotential height. If a mandatory pressure surface is located just above
(below) the tropopause, paramte Yrs are determined by extrapolation down from the two strat-
osphcric layers (upward from the two upper tropospheric layers).
After interpolation to pressure levels, the model data are filtered to damp unrealistic high
frequency waves in the solution. The smoothing involves single passes by three di%'fere ►,st filters.
Since the filters are symmetric, only the weights for the upper left quadrant are presented. The
filters, in order of application are:
1.	 a 9—point smoother,
1/16 1/8
1/8 1/4
2.	 a 9-point desmoother,
1/16 —3/8
—3/8 9/4
3, a 49—point smoother
1/1024 0	 —9/1024	 -16/1024
0 0	 0	 0
—9/1.024 0	 81/1024	 144/1024
—16/1024 0	 144/1024	 256/1024
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Near the boundaries the array is collapsed to smaller size. The spectral responses of the 49-point
smoother and the combined application of the three filters are presented in NOAA Technical
Procedures Bulletin #174, An interpolation of the model data to the NMC display grid also in-
volves further smoothing of the model fields.
The L M, due to its limited domain, possesses a tendency to exhil: it a trapped, large-scale,
predominantly external gravity wave. A "deslosh" routine is used by NMC to eliminate this wave
from the LCM forecast geopotential fields. A 500 mb geopotential is calculated by relaxation
from the non-divergent 500 mb forecast wind cumponents. The difference between (lie wind-
derived geopotential and the predicted 500mb geopotential is subtracted from the geopotential
at other mandatory levels. This procedure does not modify the model thickness values. The
resultant geopotential heights are then filtered as discussed earlier.
The vertical motion omega is also determined during post—processing for the mandatory
pressure levels. Omega is calculated for the midpoint of each a-layer at every second time step
during the 2 hours preceding every G-hour archive (hours 6, 12, 111, 24, etc,) from its expansion
in sigma coordinates given by
dp	 ap pca(x, y, a, t) 2--	 U D p t v ^---.	 (A-1)
dt	 ata	 Q
The Average value over the two-hour period is then interpolated to mandatory pressure levels.
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